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Make Your Own Python Text Adventure 2017-11-23 learn programming with python by creating a text adventure this book will teach you the fundamentals of programming how to organize code and
some coding best practices by the end of the book you will have a working game that you can play or show off to friends you will also be able to change the game and make it your own by writing a
different story line including new items creating new characters and more make your own python text adventure offers a structured approach to learning python that teaches the fundamentals of the
language while also guiding the development of the customizable game the first half of the book introduces programming concepts and python syntax by building the basic structure of the game you ll
also apply the new concepts in homework questions with solutions if you get stuck that follow each chapter the second half of the book will shift the focus to adding features to your game and
making it more entertaining for the player python is often recommended as a first programming language for beginners and for good reason whether you ve just decided to learn programming or you ve
struggled before with vague tutorials this book will help you get started what you ll learn install python and set up a workspace master programming basics and best practices including functions
lists loops and objects create an interactive adventure game with a customizable world who this book is for people who have never programmed before or for novice programmers starting out with
python
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python, 4th Edition 2016-12-16 invent your own computer games with python will teach you how to make computer games using the popular python
programming language even if you ve never programmed before begin by building classic games like hangman guess the number and tic tac toe and then work your way up to more advanced games like a text
based treasure hunting game and an animated collision dodging game with sound effects along the way you ll learn key programming and math concepts that will help you take your game programming to
the next level learn how to combine loops variables and flow control statements into real working programs choose the right data structures for the job such as lists dictionaries and tuples add
graphics and animation to your games with the pygame module handle keyboard and mouse input program simple artificial intelligence so you can play against the computer use cryptography to convert
text messages into secret code debug your programs and find common errors as you work through each game you ll build a solid foundation in python and an understanding of computer science
fundamentals what new game will you create with the power of python the projects in this book are compatible with python 3
Build Your Own Search Engine 2012 mirzal provides software you need to implement your own search engine python a popular multiplatform scripting language with simple syntax and comprehensive
libraries was chosen for the search engine and step by step instructions for installation in windows and linux environments are given
Hacking with Python and Kali-Linux 2020-12-11 python is an easy to learn yet very diverse and powerful programming language and that for the language of choice for many hackers learn to write
your own tools and use them on kali linux to see how hackers attack systems and exploit vulnerabilities developing your own tools will give you a much deeper understanding of how and why attacks
work after a short introduction to programming with python you will learn to write a wide variety of hacking tools using many practical examples you will quickly find out for yourself how
terrifyingly simple that is by integrating existing tools such as metasploit and nmap scripts become even more efficient and shorter use the knowledge you have gained here to test your systems for
security holes and close them before others can take advantage of them
Python Coding for Kids 2020-08-27 fasten your seat belts because you are going to change forever your points of view do you want to teach your children a dynamic activity since an early age let
me introduce them to the amazing world of coding they will learn a new way to communicate today there are many programming languages but why should you choose python you should choose it
because it s really intuitive for kids and it s designed not only to be easy to understand but also fun to use thanks to experiments and activities your children will become professional coder in a short
time and they will create anything they want following my advices let their imagination grow and let them learn while having fun python for kids teaches essential python skills to kids ages 8 and up
and it includes a simply introduction to java java script scratch c and others detailed explanation on python game based learning to train their young minds creating cool graphics and playful apps
practical exercises at the end of every chapter your babies will also have the possibility to interact with some communities that i have inserted inside the book that will support them for any question
or doubt if you want to train your children who have expressed interest in this topic this is a great way to start add it to your cart and unleash your creativity
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python 2009 invent your own computer games with python is a book that teaches you how to program computer games in the python programming language each
chapter gives you the complete source code for a new game and then teaches the programming concepts from the example iyocgwp was written to be understandable by 10 to 12 year olds although it is
great for anyone of any age who has never programmed before it is a book to teach computer programming to non programmers by making simple but fun games iyocgwp is published and distributed under the
creative commons license all the money raised from the sale of this book supports the development of free software and documentation
Begin to Code with Python 2017-11-21 become a python programmer and have fun doing it start writing software that solves real problems even if you have absolutely no programming experience this
friendly easy full color book puts you in total control of your own learning empowering you to build unique and useful programs microsoft has completely reinvented the beginning programmer s
tutorial reflecting deep research into how today s beginners learn and why other books fall short begin to code with python is packed with innovations from its snaps prebuilt operations to its make
something happen projects whether you re a total beginner or you ve tried before this guide will put the power excitement and fun of programming where it belongs in your hands easy friendly and you re in
control learn how to get install and use powerful free tools to create modern python programs learn key concepts from 170 sample programs and use them to jumpstart your own discover exactly
what happens when a program runs approach program development with a professional perspective learn the core elements of the python language build more complex software with classes methods and
objects organize programs so they re easy to build and improve capture and respond to user input store and manipulate many types of real world data define custom data types to solve specific
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problems create interactive games that are fun to play build modern web and cloud based applications use pre built libraries to quickly create powerful software get code samples including complete
apps at aka ms begintocodepython downloads about this book for absolute beginners who ve never written a line of code for anyone who s been frustrated with other beginning programming books or
courses for people who ve started out with other languages and now want to learn python works with windows pc apple mac linux pc or raspberry pi includes mapping of mta exam objectives that are
covered in this book as well as an appendix with further explanation of some of the topics on the exam
Python for Biologists 2013 python for biologists is a complete programming course for beginners that will give you the skills you need to tackle common biological and bioinformatics problems
Python For Kids For Dummies 2015-09-14 the kid friendly way to learning coding with python calling all wanna be coders experts point to python as one ofthe best languages to start with when you
re learning coding andpython for kids for dummies makes it easier than ever packed with approachable bite sized projects that won t make youlose your cool this fun and friendly guide teaches the basics
ofcoding with python in a language you can understand in no time you ll be installing python tools creating guessing games building a geek speak translator making a trivia game constructing a
minecraft chat client and so much more whether you don t have the opportunity to take coding classes atschool or in camp or just simply prefer to learn on yourown python for kids for dummies makes
gettingacquainted with this popular coding language fast and easy itwalks you step by step through basic coding projects and provideslots of hands on tasks that give you a sweet sense
ofaccomplishment when you complete them what s not to love aboutthat navigate the basics of coding with the python language create your own applications and games find help from other python
users expand your technology skills with python if you re a pre to early teen looking to add coding skills toyour creativity toolbox python for kids for dummies is yoursure fire weapon for getting up
and running with one of the hottestprogramming languages around
Adventures in Python 2015-02-16 the complete beginner s guide to python for young people who want to start today adventures in python is designed for 11 to 15 year olds who want to teach
themselves python programming but don t know where to start even if you have no programming experience at all this easy to follow format and clear simple instruction will get you up and running
quickly the book walks you through nine projects that teach you the fundamentals of programming in general and python in particular gradually building your skills until you have the confidence and
ability to tackle your own projects video clips accompany each chapter to provide even more detailed explanation of important concepts so you feel supported every step of the way python is one of
the top programming languages worldwide with an install base in the millions it s a favourite language at google youtube the bbc and spotify and is the primary programming language for the raspberry
pi as an open source language python is freely downloadable with extensive libraries readily available making it an ideal entry into programming for the beginner adventures in python helps you get
started giving you the foundation you need to follow your curiosity start learning python at its most basic level learn where to acquire python and how to set it up understand python syntax and
interpretation for module programming develop the skills that apply to any programming language python programming skills are invaluable and developing proficiency gives you a head start in learning
other languages like c objective c and java when learning feels like fun you won t ever want to stop so get started today with adventures in python
Dive Into Python 3 2010-03-10 mark pilgrim s dive into python 3 is a hands on guide to python 3 and its differences from python 2 as in the original book dive into python each chapter starts with a
real complete code sample proceeds to pick it apart and explain the pieces and then puts it all back together in a summary at the end this book includes example programs completely rewritten to
illustrate powerful new concepts now available in python 3 sets iterators generators closures comprehensions and much more a detailed case study of porting a major library from python 2 to python
3 a comprehensive appendix of all the syntactic and semantic changes in python 3 this is the perfect resource for you if you need to port applications to python 3 or if you like to jump into languages
fast and get going right away
Python Programming for Beginners 2020-11-27 have you been interested in getting started with coding but you are worried that it will be too hard to accomplish and learn have you heard about data
science and all of the different benefits that this can offer and want to see what it can do for you would you like to learn the basics and maybe some of the more complex stuff without having to spend
hours and days and months trying to get it done there are a lot of different coding languages out there that you can use they offer us a lot of benefits and can help us to get a ton of work done in a
short amount of time picking the right language can be tough and many times it depends on the operating system that you want to work with and what project you want to complete but when it comes
to a good coding language that can handle all of the projects you have in a simple and easy to use manner then the python coding language is going to be the best choice for you python is one of the top
languages that are available for businesses to handle many of the common problems they want to work with whether you are looking to create your own websites sort through data gather data or
handle any of the other complex tasks that a business needs to handle from some of the most basic languages that are available to more complex options from machine learning and more python
programming is going to help you to get it all done this guidebook is going to take some time to explore more about python programming some of the steps that we are going to take a look at inside this
guidebook to help you take your skills with python from beginner to professional include the basics of the python language and how you can benefit from using it the steps you need to install python on
your own computer system no matter what operating system we are on how to handle strings statistics and more with some simple python codes how to handle your own process of web scraping to
gather the information you are looking for how to create your own spreadsheets and charts to hold onto your data with python creating your own graphics images and games with the help of this
language there are a lot of different parts that come with the python language and learning how to get started on this and some of the basics to ensure you can handle data analysis and anything else
you want to do with python is easier than you think buy now
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python 2010 invent your own computer games with python teaches you computer programming in the python programming language each chapter gives you the
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complete source code for a new game and teaches the programming concepts from these examples
Python for Professionals 2019-12-19 learn to be a python expert in ten easy lessons key featuresa acquire knowledge of python programming simply and easily a learn about object oriented
programming and how it applies to python a make a splash with list comprehensions generators and decorators a learn about file processing with python and how it makes json easy to deal with a work
with dictionaries and sets quickly and easily a learn about what others have made available in the python world a pick up tricks and tips that will make you look like a python expert in no time
descriptionthis book is intended for the professional programmer who wants to learn python for their place of business or simply to extend their knowledge you will learn the basics of the language
from how to define variables and implement looping and conditional constructs to working with existing code once we have established the baseline for writing code in python you ll learn how to create
your own functions and classes how to extend existing code and how to work with python specific things like comprehensions and generators with a solid foundation you will then move on to learn
about the existing python libraries called packages and how to use them as well as discovering little tips and tricks that will make you a hit with all the programmers at work and really aid you in
nailing that programming interview what will you learnby the time you have finished this book you will know enough to write complex python programs and work with existing python code you will find
out about the packages that make python one of the most popular programming languages and will understand the e pythonic e way of thinking and programming who this book is forthis book is designed
for programmers who have experience in at least one programming language no prior python experience is necessary but it is assumed that you understand the basics of loops conditionals and object
oriented constructs such as classes you should have or have access to a system that runs python 3 any version table of contents1 the history and installation of python2 python types and
constructs3 the nuts and bolts4 structuring your python projects5 object oriented programming with python6 advanced manipulations6 file input and output7 imports and exports8 miscellaneous9
not re inventing the wheel10 tips and tricksabout the author matt telles is a 35 year veteran in the software industry he has worked with virtually all programming languages and has been a developer
manager tester and designer he s been working on python for several years and is constantly extending his knowledge in the field matt is married with three children lives in new york in the united states he
has a menagerie of cats dogs and a turtle and loves reading books on his microsoft surface on the train to work every morning your linkedin profile linkedin com in matt telles 362ba5
Make Your Own Neural Network 2016 this book is for anyone who wants to understand what neural network s are it s for anyone who wants to make and use their own and it s for anyone who
wants to appreciate the fairly easy but exciting mathematical ideas that are at the core of how they work this guide is not aimed at experts in mathematics or computer science you won t need any
special knowledge or mathematical ability beyond school maths sic teachers can use this guide as a particularly gentle explanation of neural networks and their implementation to enthuse and excite
students making their very own learning artificial intelligence with only a few lines of programming language code the code has been tested to work with a raspberry pi a small inexpensive computer very
popular in schools and with young students page 6 introduction
Python Programming 2018-05-09 note this is a 4 in 1 bundle guide for python programming take advantage of the cost savings on this bundle deal and learn python programming today python is on the
rise in the world of coding and many popular technological devices from the raspberry pi to the linux operating system use python as a crux for not just education but implementation python can help
you code your own software develop your own games and even format your own home surveillance system it is hands down one of the most useful coding languages around and the way it is formatted
cuts out a great deal of the fluff that other coding languages have a tendency to be bogged down with whether your interest in python is educational career based or born out of a simple curiosity it
is a programming language you should know be fluent in and put on your resume this world is quickly evolving into a technology based society and knowing a coding language as prominent as python
will not only ensure you a job in the future but it will provide you with a thick foundation to then build your coding language on should that be something you are chasing however no matter the
purpose you have chosen for learning this language there is no beginner s book that breaks down the language into its original components and strings them together cohesively better than this one if
you are looking for a book that is easy to understand and still provides the easy to digest guidance you want then look no further than here
Python 3 Programming 2019-06-26 are you stuck with early python versions don t have time for an in depth course buy the paperback version and get the kindle book versions for free object oriented
programming oop is a design language now popular in which data can be manipulated with wisdom it s easy to learn to program since all you need is the right version of the software a good computer
and operating system you can learn to program from the comfort of your own home new versions precisely are built regularly to improve the user experience python 3 programming provide information on
different aspects of the language and will help you learn more about the different structures and functions you will learn several ways tricks good practices tips to adapt your programming style
topics include using basic types such as strings integers and floats how to define a class python data structures sets lists dictionaries and when to use each best practices for using the interpreter
during development object oriented design modules and packages testing debugging and exceptions python 3 programming brings together all the knowledge you need to write any program use any standard
or third party python 3 library and create new library modules of your own you ll also learn some advanced language features that recently have become more common python is a programming
language that lets you work more quickly and integrate your systems more effectively you can see almost immediate gains in productivity this my third book completely explains the classes data
encapsulation and exceptions with particular attention why wait any longer python 3 programming is for you click the add to cart button now buy the paperback version and get the kindle book
versions for free
A Beginners Guide to Python 3 Programming 2023-10-01 this textbook is aimed at readers who have little or no knowledge of computer programming but want to learn to program in python it starts
from the very basics including how to install your python environment how to write a very simple program and run it what a variable is what an if statement is how iteration works using for and while
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loops as well as important key concepts such as functions classes and modules each subject area is prefaced with an introductory chapter before continuing with how these ideas work in python the
second edition has been completely updated for the latest versions of python including python 3 11 and python 3 12 new chapters have been added such as those that consider where and how python is
used the use of frozensets how data can be sorted enumerated types in python structural pattern matching and how and why python virtual environments are configured a new chapter the python bites
back is introduced to present the fourteen most common biggest gotchas for someone new to python other sections have been updated with new features such as exception groups string operations and
dictionary operations a beginners guide to python 3 programming second edition provides all you need to know about python with numerous examples provided throughout including several larger
worked case studies illustrating the ideas presented in the previous chapters
Create your own 3D Video Games like pros with Blender 2023-02-22 reserved for a long time to a small circle of enthusiast developers 3d is not yet commonly used by independent video games
development studios the indies it s for a good reason the entrance ticket is relatively high with blender 2 76 free and open source you can model animate create a 3d rendering and have a game engine it is a
perfect tool for the beginner and for the one that wants to create a commercial game blender is also a complement to tools like unity cryengine unreal engine and other commercial engines thanks to the
resources freely available to everybody on the internet you don t have to be graphic designer or programmer to create a game you don t want to read 400 pages of theory about modeling animating and
programming in python this book was written for you you are invited to create directly several game projects a platform game like super mario a first person shooter like doom far cry or half life a
third person rpg like tomb raider gta or watch dogs a voxel sandbox game like minecraft a car race and a flight simulator with these projects about a hundred recipes will help you to create any type of
game if you aren t an addict it ll come to you sooner than you realize it s more fun to create a game than to play with the last blockbuster you ll be the architect of a new world with its own rules
the only limits are the one of your imagination high technology enthusiast games addict and 3d geek the author wants to honor these games that have revolutionized this domain
Python Programming for Advanced 2017-06-06 do you want to learn python in an easy and faster way start learning python right now welcome to this training for the kindle book python for
advanced you have made it to where you are able to tell what everything in python is and you know what you need to do in order to make it work for what you want it to do it is not always going to
be easy to use python but by knowing what to do in certain situations and how to handle variables that you are going to be working with when it practice is always going to make perfect and now
that you are on the advanced level of the python you are not only going to be practising the things that you have learned previously but you are also going to be putting it to work with what you
will be learning in this book as we have mentioned in previous books you can use python for hacking and we are going to touch on that in this book not only that but we will touch on how you can build
your own website with python from the lessons that you have learned throughout all three books you should be able to take python and begin to develop your own programs if that is something that
you are interested in in reality you can do almost anything you want to with python now that you know not only the basics but some of the harder things that not everyone is going to know or have
a desire to learn it is my hope as the author that at this point in time if you are going to the python website that you are not only getting some of the help that you may need but that you are also
able to offer some advice to those that may be starting out with python you should even be able to sit down with someone in your own family and teach them to use python with everything that you
have learned in the first two books paired with this final book here s what you ll learn from this python for advanced book chapter 1 building a website by using python code chapter 2 spying with
python chapter 3 gathering data chapter 4 sniffing out packets with python chapter 5 packet interception chapter 6 attacking a computer chapter 7 testing out attacks chapter 8 how to take a
screenshot with python chapter 9 compiling data that you have collected chapter 10 running a program at start up start learning python right now
Advanced Python Programming 2017-11-08 learn the advanced concepts of python programming today python is on the rise in the world of coding and many popular technological devices from the
raspberry pi to the linux operating system use python as a crux for not just education but implementation python can help you code your own software develop your own games and even format your
own home surveillance system it is hands down one of the most useful coding languages around and the way it is formatted cuts out a great deal of the fluff that other coding languages have a
tendency to be bogged down with whether your interest in python is educational career based or born out of a simple curiosity it is a programming language you should know be fluent in and put on your
resume this world is quickly evolving into a technology based society and knowing a coding language as prominent as python will not only ensure you a job in the future but it will provide you with a
thick foundation to then build your coding language on should that be something you are chasing however no matter the purpose you have chosen for learning this language there is no beginner s book
that breaks down the language into its original components and strings them together cohesively better than this one if you are looking for a book that is easy to understand and still provides the
easy to digest guidance you want then look no further than here
The The Python Workshop 2019-11-06 learn the fundamentals of clean effective python coding and build the practical skills to tackle your own software development or data science projects key
featuresbuild key python skills with engaging development tasks and challenging activitiesimplement useful algorithms and write programs to solve real world problemsapply python in realistic data
science projects and create simple machine learning modelsbook description have you always wanted to learn python but never quite known how to start more applications than we realize are being
developed using python because it is easy to learn read and write you can now start learning the language quickly and effectively with the help of this interactive tutorial the python workshop starts
by showing you how to correctly apply python syntax to write simple programs and how to use appropriate python structures to store and retrieve data you ll see how to handle files deal with
errors and use classes and methods to write concise reusable and efficient code as you advance you ll understand how to use the standard library debug code to troubleshoot problems and write unit
tests to validate application behavior you ll gain insights into using the pandas and numpy libraries for analyzing data and the graphical libraries of matplotlib and seaborn to create impactful data
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visualizations by focusing on entry level data science you ll build your practical python skills in a way that mirrors real world development finally you ll discover the key steps in building and using
simple machine learning algorithms by the end of this python book you ll have the knowledge skills and confidence to creatively tackle your own ambitious projects with python what you will
learnwrite clean and well commented code that is easy to maintainautomate essential day to day tasks with python scriptsdebug logical errors and handle exceptions in your programsexplore data
science fundamentals and create engaging visualizationsget started with predictive machine learningkeep your development process bug free with automated testingwho this book is for this book is
designed for anyone who is new to the python programming language whether you re an aspiring software engineer or data scientist or are just curious about learning how to code with python this book
is for you no prior programming experience is required
SPSS For Dummies 2009-12-10 the fun and friendly guide to the world s leading statistical software predictive analysis software pasw formerly spss software is the leading statistical software
used by commerical government and academic organizations around the world to solve business and research problems it allows you to quickly and easily discover new insights from data test
hypotheses and build powerful predictive models pasw statistics for dummies covers everything you need to know to get up and running with this efficient and practical software pasw statistics is the
leading statistical software used to analyze data and create predictive models it is used by business academic and government entities worldwide this guide explains how to work with automatic
codebook generation and customize the variable view walks you through the rounding method that is used in all calculations and explains using predictive analysis shows how to maximize your use of
graph templates and much more even if you have little or no statistical or mathematical background pasw statistics for dummies will show you how to generate statistical support and decision
making information quickly and easily note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file
Python Programming 2020-02-09 if you re looking for a way to become an expert coder and impress your friends with the programs you can make from scratch and you don t want to spend thousands
on a professional programmer then it may be time to learn about python here s the deal you know that coding is an in demand skill you know that you can use it to make money on the side find your dream
job or even ask for a raise and get it at your regular job however the idea of learning how to code can put you in a cold sweat you could choose to hire another programmer to do the work but this is
costly and if anything ever goes wrong with the program you have to pay them again and again you may even have a great idea for how to code a website or make your own app or even a game but with
the costs being so high it seems pointless and not worth your time does this sound like something you have been through then the information in this guide is the answer that you need inside you will find
all the tips tricks and practice codes that you need to learn python and perfect your coding skills in no time cut months out of your learning process and start writing codes on your own for free in no
time at all this guidebook goes more in depth about the python language starting with how to download it to your computer all the way through to working with loops exceptions conditional
statements and more inside this complete guide to the python language you will discover the best benefits of python and why programmers around the world choose it how to download the python
language on your computer regardless of the operating system you prefer how to write your first program in python what is means to work with an object oriented programming language how to write
conditional statements loops functions variables classes exceptions and more how to read some of the errors that may show up in your code how to troubleshoot your own codes sample projects
that walk you through how to complete them and use many of the tools and techniques you have learned through this guidebook if you are ready to write your own codes and turn your ideas into
reality simply click on the buy now button and read through this complete guide on python to get started
Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self 2023-03-09 fiercely independent all of evans s characters struggle for a place in a world intent of fencing them out new york times book review the
extraordinary d�but short story collection from danielle evans one of the united states foremost literary talents is published in the uk for the first time a college student s unplanned pregnancy
forces her to confront her feelings of resentment toward her more privileged classmates a father s misguided attempt to rescue a gift for his adult daughter magnifies all he doesn t know about her and
two teenage girls flirt with adulthood leads to disastrous consequences based in a world where inequality is reality but where the shifting terrain of adolescence and family are the most complicating
forces evans characters are wry wise and utterly original striking in their emotional immediacy the electrifying prize winning stories in before you suffocate your own fool self offer a fresh perspective
on race and class in contemporary america danielle evans is funny as hell victor lavalle author of big machine knife sharp wit and tender but unflinching eye v v ganeshananthan author of love marriage
Python Programming 2019-09-15 buy the paperback version of this book and get the kindle version free are you interested in learning how to write your own codes have you always been interested in
seeing how coding works and learning more about how certain programs work do technology and computers interest you but you just don t know where to start if this sounds like you then the python
coding language may be the right option for you the python language is one of the preferred coding languages for you to learn how to use it has a lot of power an extensive library the capabilities to
be expanded to work with other programs and more and a great community to help answer your questions and guide you along your journey to learning coding as a coding language designed for everyone
even beginners there is just so much that you are able to do when working on the python language this book is going to look at many of the great things that you can learn to get the most out of the
python coding program some of the topics that we are going to discuss in this book include what is python and why is it so popular how to set up the python program on your computer some of the
basic parts that are found in almost all python codes what are the variables and how to use them in python working with some of the functions in python exception handling to deal with any errors
how to write your own conditional statements what loops are and how can they help your code get stronger objects and classes inside of python the iterators what the generators are and what they
do in your code assert handling and how this works with exception handling adding in some closures and writing your own inheritances there is so much to learn about when it comes to working in the
python coding language this book is the ultimate tool to help you to get the results you want and to help you write strong and powerful programs in no time even as a beginner scroll up to the top of
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this page and click the buy now button and learn how to start writing your own codes in python today
Python GUI Programming with PAGE 2023-05-29 unlock the power of page and create stunning python guis with ease key features explore rad gui programming concepts in python with real world
examples explore exciting third party libraries for enhanced gui development learn to incorporate third party tk and ttk widgets into your own python programs description page is a tkinter based gui
designer for python available for free and as an open source tool it generates native python code enabling users to swiftly create graphical interfaces for their python programs if you re eager to delve
into gui development for your python programs then this book is your go to resource this comprehensive book is your guide from installing the page designer to mastering the creation of complex gui
interfaces it covers a wide range of topics from building front end interfaces for sqlite databases and other databases to utilizing the canvas widget for drawing shapes and text the book explores
various aspects including working with standard tk widgets such as buttons and entry leveraging the capabilities of the ttk toolkit and extending gui functionality through third party widget libraries
and custom widgets each chapter presents real world usable programs that challenge readers to enhance their skills and become more productive in your programming careers by the end of the book you
will possess the skills and knowledge to confidently develop your own gui python programs what you will learn learn how to install and start page correctly explore the various widgets in the tk
and ttk toolkit that page supports learn how to use graphic images in your projects understand how to communicate with a sqlite database and display data from it create projects that have more
than one form and learn how to control those forms who this book is for this book is for beginners and advanced python programmers who wish to create attractive and logical user interfaces for
python it is also for professionals who wish to explore rapid application development rad techniques for creating python gui programs table of contents introduction 1 introduction to page 2 going
further 3 standard tk widgets 4 the pinger program 5 using graphics 6 menus and popup menus 7 using ttk widgets 8 custom controls 9 creating a sqlite database front end 10 creating custom profiles
11 using the canvas widget 12 conclusion
Ever your own, Johnnie, Sicily and Italy, 1943-45 2016-03-20 ever your own johnnie sicily and italy 1943 45 is the concluding book of the ever your own johnnie trilogy it describes through his
letters and diaries the day to day life of r s m john kemp of the 76th heavy anti aircraft regiment royal artillery from the time of his landing in sicily illness and hospital in algiers and the subsequent
return to his regiment in italy it tells of the conversion of the regiment to a field artillery role on the gothic line and of the conflict in the final push north to defeat of the germans in italy followed by
the long wait as an army of occupation before returning home on new year s eve 1945
Coding in Python 2020-12-03 the complete 3 book series on coding with pythonbook 1this book is for those that are ready to start working right away to write your own codes tech books are
different from novels and other non fiction books they demand more than merely one reading buy this book if you have made up your mind to read it and practice it again and again this book will compel you
to step into the practical world what makes this book different from the other books is its specific features and contents let s take a look at both features of the book practicality easy to digest
clarity of concepts simplicity of communication clear examplesyou ll discover python installation process python data types python lists python tuples python if if else if elif statements python
dictionaries and dictionary constructors python functions python for and while loops python input function python classes child classes import functions and more book 2this book will take you for
a ride into the amazing world of python buy this book if you re ready to dive in and try out the practical codes i ve written for you here are the topics we ll explore together python data types python
lists python tuples python dictionaries python for and while loops python conditional statements python functions python object oriented programmingif you want to learn useful tips and tricks to
become a python programming success and you re ready to dive right in then this is the book for you book 3many advanced guides on the internet tell you about fancy tricks and advanced concepts when
working with python but the truth of the matter is that there are no advanced concepts in programming with python the only concept that can be introduced as advanced at this point is the complexity
of implementing different elements during coding many books ambiguously present their own advanced versions of the same concept being learned at the beginner and intermediate level in this book the focus
is not on simply concepts alone on the contrary you will find that the majority of the book focuses on practical applications we ll implement what you have learned when you initially began your
journey of learning python programming to explain an entirely new perspective of accomplishing tasks with greater effectiveness and efficiency the main hurdle in programming is encountering unexpected
errors and not knowing how to handle them because of inexperience this book addresses such problems and ensures that you will be able to create a fully fledged application on your own and even handle
the distribution process here s a quick run down of what this book features emphasis on practical instead of theoretical concepts elaboration of code examples introduction of advanced implementation
practices a friendly tone and easy to understand explanations and examples limited use of jargon and complex theory focus on tasks that you will most likely end up doing such as creating packages
building applications etc if you re interested in learning to master the skills of python then this is the book for you
MACHINE LEARNING WITH PYTHON 2018-06-02 descriptionthis book provides the concept of machine learning with mathematical explanation and programming examples every chapter starts with
fundamentals of the technique and working example on the real world dataset along with the advice on applying algorithms each technique is provided with advantages and disadvantages on the data in
this book we provide code examples in python python is the most suitable and worldwide accepted language for this first it is free and open source it contains very good support from open community it
contains a lot of library so you don t need to code everything also it is scalable for large amount of data and suitable for big data technologies this book covers all major areas in machine learning
topics are discussed with graphical explanations comparison of different machine learning methods to solve any problem methods to handle real world noisy data before applying any machine learning
algorithm python code example for each concept discussed jupyter notebook scripts are provided with dataset used to test and try the algorithms contentsintroduction to machine learning
understanding python feature engineering data visualisationbasic and advanced regression techniquesclassification un supervised learningtext analysisneural network and deep learning recommendation
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system time series analysis
Build Your Own Web Framework in Elixir 2023-06-16 discover the secrets of building high performing and scalable web applications with clean code using elixir s metaprogramming purchase of the print
or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features explore the various web servers available to build robust web applications leverage elixir s powerful plug module to build a request response
pipeline explore advanced techniques of elixir to create domain specific languages and build scalable maintainable web products book description elixir s functional nature and metaprogramming
capabilities make it an ideal language for building web frameworks with phoenix being the most ubiquitous framework in the elixir ecosystem and a popular choice for companies seeking scalable web based
products with an ever increasing demand for elixir engineers developers can accelerate their careers by learning elixir and the phoenix web framework with build your own framework in elixir you ll start
by exploring the fundamental concepts of web development using elixir you ll learn how to build a robust web server and create a router to direct incoming requests to the correct controller then you
ll learn to dispatch requests to controllers to respond with clean semantic html and explore the power of domain specific languages dsl and metaprogramming in elixir you ll develop a deep
understanding of elixir s unique syntax and semantics allowing you to optimize your code for performance and maintainability finally you ll discover how to effectively test each component of your
application for accuracy and performance by the end of this book you ll have a thorough understanding of how elixir components are implemented within phoenix and how to leverage its powerful
features to build robust web applications what you will learn get a comprehensive understanding of the phoenix framework built on elixir use metaprogramming to optimize your elixir code and create
high performance web applications explore web development fundamentals including the principles of http and html employ elixir s templating engine to dispatch requests to a controller and respond with
dynamically generated html improve the scalability and responsiveness of your web server by using otp constructs streamline your routing logic using error handling who this book is for this book is
for web developers seeking to deepen their understanding of elixir s role in the phoenix framework basic familiarity with elixir is a must
Python Games from Zero to Proficiency (Intermediate) 2022-10-17 learn python with pygame and create a full pacman game without the headachess python is a great programming language however
most people spend too long trying to learn how to code and create games with python the hard way this book is the only one that will get you to learn python fast without wasting so much time this
book is the second book in the series python games from zero to proficiency where you will learn to code fast and be able to create your own video games with python in no time and add interesting game
play including artificial intelligence for the npcs what you will learn after completing this book you will be able to be comfortable with python use common structures to create programs in python e g
loops conditional statements etc know and master the features that you need to create 2d games user interface collision and keyboard detection create popular features found in pacman or shooter
games create and instantiate classes using python create and manage an inventory of weapons for the player character using classes and lists create and manage weapons and ammunitions that the
player character can collect and use create artificial intelligence for npcs so that they can see or hear the player make it possible for npcsc to patrol detect and follow the player create a finite
state machine to manage the behaviour of npcs learn how to use the pygame library who this book is for this book is for hobbyists who need a book that gets them started with python and game
development easily parents looking for a book that introduces their children to game programming painlessly teachers looking for a complete and clear resource on programming through the creation of
games aspiring indie game developers how this book is different this is the only book that you need to get started with python and game programming fast and to enjoy the journey without frustration
this book includes six chapters that painlessly guide you through the necessary skills to master python and python games development use its core features and create interesting 2d games it assumes no
prior knowledge on your part and ensures that you have all the information and explanations that you need every step of the way what this book offers this book includes all the features that you
need to get started with python and game development learn without the headaches this book assumes that you can t be expected to learn everything at once this is why you will build all your skills
incrementally make your dream of creating your own games come true this book ensures that you stay motivated by giving you the right amount of information and challenge in each chapter we all know
that it s hard to keep motivated when learning a new skill so this book always contextualizes the knowledge with an example so that you feel it s relevant and also makes sure that you get to
challenge yourself if you need to with optional challenges present at the end of each chapter progress and feel confident in your skills you will have the opportunity to learn and to use python at
your own pace and become comfortable with its core features this is because every single new concept introduced will be explained in great detail so that you never feel lost all the concepts are
introduced progressively so that you don t feel overwhelmed create your own games and feel awesome with this book you will build your own 2d games and you will spend more time creating than
reading to ensure that you can apply the concepts covered in each section all chapters include step by step instructions with examples that you can use straight away if you want to get started with
python games today then buy this book now
Intermediate Python Programming 2017-10-07 learn the intermediate concepts of python programming today python is on the rise in the world of coding and many popular technological devices from the
raspberry pi to the linux operating system use python as a crux for not just education but implementation python can help you code your own software develop your own games and even format your
own home surveillance system it is hands down one of the most useful coding languages around and the way it is formatted cuts out a great deal of the fluff that other coding languages have a
tendency to be bogged down with whether your interest in python is educational career based or born out of a simple curiosity it is a programming language you should know be fluent in and put on your
resume this world is quickly evolving into a technology based society and knowing a coding language as prominent as python will not only ensure you a job in the future but it will provide you with a
thick foundation to then build your coding language on should that be something you are chasing however no matter the purpose you have chosen for learning this language there is no beginner s book
that breaks down the language into its original components and strings them together cohesively better than this one if you are looking for a book that is easy to understand and still provides the
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easy to digest guidance you want then look no further than here
Python for Beginners 2019-09-25 buy the paperback today and get the ebook free us only have you always wanted to learn computer programming but thought it was too difficult or would take too
long do you want to know the secret to learning python the easy way and start programming today this book is for you you don t need to waste your time and money learning python the hard way
through tiresome technical books expensive online courses and difficult python tutorials this non technical book will gently guide you through the python programming language you will learn the
most concise methods to get you coding on day one the smart way python for beginners beginner friendly hands on examples of practical and usable projects the most useful python examples each example
is specifically designed to give you a progressive and thorough understanding of key concepts and all answers are provided strategic python topics the topics are presented in user friendly bite sized
chunks to optimize a quick learning style which will also make it easy for you to remember this book is different in that it s primary focus it to teach you python coding in a simple and concise format and
in the quickest time frame possible each short chapter has exercises at the end which summarize what you have learned in a progressive manner to avoid overloading you with information each exercise has
been carefully chosen to enable you to master the language and retain what you have learned no technical skills previous knowledge or experience is required download it now buy clicking the buy
button you ll also learn exactly what is python which software do you need to code and run python programs and where to find it what are variables what are strings and methods using operations
with numbers using operations with lists how to use comments working with loops working with if statements operations involving dictionaries operations using defined functions how to work with
files how to manage errors and exceptions and more finally you will be gently guided on how to put everything that you have learned together so that you can immediately start your own python
coding in your chosen real world scenarios if you are serious about learning python fast and learning it well then start today by scrolling to the top and buying with one click money back guarantee
you don t need a kindle device to read this ebook you can read it on you pc laptop mac ipad tablet or even your phone python object oriented python python course python book learning python python
language python examples python tutorials python programming language python coding python programming for beginners python for dummies the python the python
The Python Starter Kit 2017-09-10 take on python programming at your own pace without having to go through plain impractical textbooks what if you had a python course tailored to your needs
as a beginner with walkthroughs and visual examples imagine how that would speed up your learning process and would decrease your learning curve would such a guide help you to accomplish your
short term and long term goals when it comes to programming well it did for thousands of students already let me introduce you to code addicts a platform that thrives on the passion of creating
courses and informational products to help beginners and intermediate programmers to get to their goals code addicts is built on people with extensive experience in the computer science field that share a
passion for giving back this time they have taken the challenge to create a stunning course to help you from a script kiddy to a scripting super saiyan in this course you ll learn how professional
programmers set up their programming environment learn the 10 basic style guides for python code how python experts use variables and basic data types how to use basic operators in python how to
take your basic skill set to the next level with advanced programming and a lot more buy this book now and take on python programming at your own pace without having to go through plain
impractical textbooks pick up your copy right now by clicking the buy now button at the top of this page
Fighting Churn with Data 2020-11-13 the beating heart of any product or service business is returning clients don t let your hard won customers vanish taking their money with them in fighting churn
with data you ll learn powerful data driven techniques to maximize customer retention and minimize actions that cause them to stop engaging or unsubscribe altogether summary the beating heart of any
product or service business is returning clients don t let your hard won customers vanish taking their money with them in fighting churn with data you ll learn powerful data driven techniques to
maximize customer retention and minimize actions that cause them to stop engaging or unsubscribe altogether this hands on guide is packed with techniques for converting raw data into measurable
metrics testing hypotheses and presenting findings that are easily understandable to non technical decision makers purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from
manning publications about the technology keeping customers active and engaged is essential for any business that relies on recurring revenue and repeat sales customer turnover or churn is costly
frustrating and preventable by applying the techniques in this book you can identify the warning signs of churn and learn to catch customers before they leave about the book fighting churn with data
teaches developers and data scientists proven techniques for stopping churn before it happens packed with real world use cases and examples this book teaches you to convert raw data into measurable
behavior metrics calculate customer lifetime value and improve churn forecasting with demographic data by following zuora chief data scientist carl gold s methods you ll reap the benefits of high
customer retention what s inside calculating churn metrics identifying user behavior that predicts churn using churn reduction tactics with customer segmentation applying churn analysis techniques to
other business areas using ai for accurate churn forecasting about the reader for readers with basic data analysis skills including python and sql about the author carl gold phd is the chief data
scientist at zuora inc the industry leading subscription management platform table of contents part 1 building your arsenal 1 the world of churn 2 measuring churn 3 measuring customers 4 observing
renewal and churn part 2 waging the war 5 understanding churn and behavior with metrics 6 relationships between customer behaviors 7 segmenting customers with advanced metrics part 3 special
weapons and tactics 8 forecasting churn 9 forecast accuracy and machine learning 10 churn demographics and firmographics 11 leading the fight against churn
Learning Chaos Engineering 2019-07-12 most companies work hard to avoid costly failures but in complex systems a better approach is to embrace and learn from them through chaos engineering you
can proactively hunt for evidence of system weaknesses before they trigger a crisis this practical book shows software developers and system administrators how to plan and run successful chaos
engineering experiments system weaknesses go beyond your infrastructure platforms and applications to include policies practices playbooks and people author russ miles explains why when and how to
test systems processes and team responses using simulated failures on game days you ll also learn how to work toward continuous chaos through automation with features you can share across
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your team and organization learn to think like a chaos engineer build a hypothesis backlog to determine what could go wrong in your system develop your hypotheses into chaos engineering experiment
game days write run and learn from automated chaos experiments using the open source chaos toolkit turn chaos experiments into tests to confirm that you ve overcome the weaknesses you discovered
observe and control your automated chaos experiments while they are running
CPython Internals 2021-05-05 get your guided tour through the python 3 9 interpreter unlock the inner workings of the python language compile the python interpreter from source code and
participate in the development of cpython are there certain parts of python that just seem like magic this book explains the concepts ideas and technicalities of the python interpreter in an approachable
and hands on fashion once you see how python works at the interpreter level you can optimize your applications and fully leverage the power of python by the end of the book you ll be able to read and
navigate the cpython 3 9 interpreter source code you ll deeply comprehend and appreciate the inner workings of concepts like lists dictionaries and generators make changes to the python syntax and
compile your own version of cpython from scratch you ll customize the python core data types with new functionality and run cpython s automated test suite master python s memory management
capabilities and scale your python code with parallelism and concurrency debug c and python code like a true professional profile and benchmark the performance of your python code and the runtime
participate in the development of cpython and know how to contribute to future versions of the python interpreter and standard library how great would it feel to give back to the community as a
python core developer with this book you ll cover the critical concepts behind the internals of cpython and how they work with visual explanations as you go along each page in the book has been
carefully laid out with beautiful typography syntax highlighting for code examples what python developers say about the book it s the book that i wish existed years ago when i started my python
journey after reading this book your skills will grow and you will be able solve even more complex problems that can improve our world carol willing cpython core developer member of the cpython
steering council cpython internals is a great and unique resource for anybody looking to take their knowledge of python to a deeper level dan bader author of python tricks there are a ton of books on
python which teach the language but i haven t really come across anything that would go about explaining the internals to those curious minded milan patel vice president at a major investment bank
Nokia Smartphone Hacks 2005-07-25 nokia s smartphones pack a powerful computer into a very small space unlike your desktop or laptop your smallest computer can be connected to the internet all
the time and can interact with the world around it through its camera voice recognition and its traditional phone keypad nokia smartphones combine these features with impressive storage options and a
host of networking protocols that make this smallest computer the only thing a road warrior truly needs if you re still cracking open your laptop or pining for your desktop while you re on the road
you haven t begun to unlock your nokia s full potential nokia smartphone hacks is dedicated to tricking out your smartphone and finding all the capabilities lurking under the surface learn how to
unlock your phone so that you can use it with any carrier avoid and recover from malicious mobile software watch dvd movies on the phone use the phone as a remote control use the phone as a data
modem for your notebook check your email and browse the web post to your weblog from your phone record phone conversations choose mobile service plans transfer files between the phone and your
computer whether you want to use your smartphone as your lifeline while you re on the road or you re just looking for a way to make the most of the time you spend waiting in lines you ll find all the
user friendly tips tools and tricks you need to become massively productive with your nokia smartphone with nokia smartphone hacks you ll unleash the full power of that computer that s sitting in
your pocket purse or backpack
Python for Offensive PenTest 2018-04-26 your one stop guide to using python creating your own hacking tools and making the most out of resources available for this programming language key
features comprehensive information on building a web application penetration testing framework using python master web application penetration testing using the multi paradigm programming language
python detect vulnerabilities in a system or application by writing your own python scripts book description python is an easy to learn and cross platform programming language that has unlimited
third party libraries plenty of open source hacking tools are written in python which can be easily integrated within your script this book is packed with step by step instructions and working examples
to make you a skilled penetration tester it is divided into clear bite sized chunks so you can learn at your own pace and focus on the areas of most interest to you this book will teach you how to
code a reverse shell and build an anonymous shell you will also learn how to hack passwords and perform a privilege escalation on windows with practical examples you will set up your own virtual
hacking environment in virtualbox which will help you run multiple operating systems for your testing environment by the end of this book you will have learned how to code your own scripts and
mastered ethical hacking from scratch what you will learn code your own reverse shell tcp and http create your own anonymous shell by interacting with twitter google forms and sourceforge
replicate metasploit features and build an advanced shell hack passwords using multiple techniques api hooking keyloggers and clipboard hijacking exfiltrate data from your target add encryption aes
rsa and xor to your shell to learn how cryptography is being abused by malware discover privilege escalation on windows with practical examples countermeasures against most attacks who this
book is for this book is for ethical hackers penetration testers students preparing for oscp osce gpen gxpn and ceh information security professionals cybersecurity consultants system and network
security administrators and programmers who are keen on learning all about penetration testing
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